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Map of AfricaAdapt content 
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Map of CIP content 
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Map of weADAPT content 
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Location coverage for new  
Africa wide station dataset 
in CIP 
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Exchanging station data 
and placemarks 

• Use of one login between CIP and weADAPT 
• Sharing of climate data from CIP and placemark data from weADAPT 
• New Asian data to be incorporated 
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Stories and Narratives of 
Adaptation 
  Experience 

  Climate Data 

  Other biophysical 
data (through NASA  
JPL) 

  Forest change simulation 

  Data on adaptation projects 

  = stories and key messages 
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Linking themes 
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Linking themes 
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Next steps 

  Further development of AfricaAdapt resource guide on Risk 
Communication (based on current guide on social media). 

  Making links between the Forests initiative on weADAPT and 
Forest theme on AfricaAdapt   

  Making link on the ENDA/SEI toolkits applied in Gambia 

  Uploading a subset of AfricaAdapt placemarks onto the Google 
Earth Adaptation Layer  

  User journeys 

  Tagging (to support more refined linking between the portals 
linking to CDKN Reegle project) 
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Next steps 

  Making links between the Vulnerability initiative on 
weADAPT and Poverty and Vulnerability theme on 
AfricaAdapt 

  Creating a landing page between AfricaAdapt and 
weADAPT in initiative on community based adaptation 
(weadapt.org/gicba) 

  User survey (including questions regarding all 3 portals) 
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Next steps 

  Linking climate station data via a dynamically loaded kml 
from CIP (linked to weadapt.org/using-climate-information) 
and sending weADAPT placemarks to CIP 

  Integration of CIP data plots and dynamic data visualisation 

  Using Open-ID with a potentially shared user profile 

  Exploration of potential links to other remote sensing 
datasets through CIP and CDKN CSAG-NASA collaboration 

  Exchange of information on climate guidance developed in 
CIP and Resource Guide being developed by ICPAC 


